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a b s t r a c t
Two architectures for optical processors designed to solve instances of NP-Complete
problems, trading space for time, are suggested. The first approach mimics the traveling
salesman by an exponential number of traveling beams, that simultaneously examine the
different possible paths. The other approach uses a pre-processing stage in which O(n2)
masks consisting of an exponential number of locations, are constructed; each representing
a different edge in the graph. The choice and combination of the appropriate (small) subset
of these masks yields the solution. The solution is rejected in cases where the combination
of these masks completely blocks the light and accepted otherwise. We present detailed
designs for basic primitives of the optical processor. We propose designs for solving
instances of Hamiltonian path, Traveling Salesman, Clique, Independent Set, Vertex Cover,
Partition, 3-SAT, 3D-matching, and the Permanent.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The basic element used for computing is a switching element [20]. One such basic element in the scope of electronic
circuitry is the transistor that is used to implement basic logic gates, such as logical and and logical or. The technology today
seeks multi-core solutions in order to cope with the clock frequency limitations of VLSI technology. Namely, to implement a
parallel/distributed system on a single chip, where a bus is used for communication among the processing units. Therefore,
the communication overhead associated with distributed/parallel processing is reduced dramatically. One may take the
multi-core technology to the extreme — having a very large number of cores that are incorporated into the processor by
sending signals over high-speed buses, maybe using optical/laser communication instead of traditional buses [30].
Optical communication may be chosen due to the free space transmission capabilities of laser beams or the need to
transmit signals from/to the processing unit through fiber optic channels. In such cases onemay try to avoid optical to digital
conversion (and the digital to optical conversion) and use optical switches for computing. The straightforward solution is
to implement optical logical gates, such as logical and gate and logical or gate, a design that directly maps the current VLSI
design to an all-optical processor [12,23].
On the other hand, electronic computers are not structured as mechanical computers, such as the Babbagemachine [18],
and it is possible that optical computers should be designed differently as well. In fact, some success in usingmany beams in
free space for computing has been recently reported [21]. The design of [21] is based on parallel optical multiplication. The
use of similar multiplication devices to solve NP-Complete problems is suggested in [31,32], where a bounded device which
is designed to solveNP-Complete problems bounded by n, is able to solve instances of size smaller than or equal to n. Still, use
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of the fact that beams propagate in three dimensions is limited in the architectures of [21,31] as the propagation of beams
is in approximately the same direction. The beam traversal time is not used in the architectures that use Multiplication;
we propose to use the space in a multi directional fashion and use the time dimension as well. Independently, though later
than [9], [16,26] have suggested different designs for an optical processorwhich solves the Hamiltonian-path problem. Their
architecture is based on splitting and delaying the light beams. The suggested Hamiltonian-path architecture requires an
exponential delay time (although it is not explicitly mentioned in [16]). Independently, and following [3,4], the authors of
[27] suggest using the processor of [26] to solve the Subset-Sum problem. Their solution uses delay in light beams. The
architecture of [27] propagates an exponential number of beams to a single location at the same time, which may cause
physical implementation difficulties. A different optical architecture than the one suggested in [9], an architecture that
process many pixels in parallel, similar to our combined holes in masks-made-blackbox architecture, has been suggested
in [37,38]. The suggested architecture in [37,38] fits a general purpose machine for the PSPACE complexity class, just like
[9] design a machine for the NP complexity class. In contrast, in this work we implement only a specific set of primitives
that allows us to have an efficient pre-processing stage; such that when an instance is given we only need to choose a small
number of masks to obtain the result. The pre processing stage is based on mask creation by copying matrices; note that
optical copying has been identified as an important computation powerful technique in e.g., [36]. In addition, we present
a technique to solve a problem that is believed to be hard-in-average, namely, the permanent (over zeros and ones) using
this architecture.
The seminal work of [29] presents mapping between beam propagation and the computation of the deterministic Turing
machine. In [29] it is proven that the problem of ray tracing in three dimensional optical systems which consists of a
finite set of mirrors, with endpoints that are rational coordinates, is PSPACE-hard. In [9] the use of a mapping similar to
the non-deterministic Turing machine by (amplifying and) splitting beams is suggested. The mapping can be viewed as a
theoretical existence proof for a solution, rather than an efficient solution. Knowing that a solution for a (bounded) NP-
Complete problem instance exists, we seek the most efficient solution in terms of the number of beams used, the number of
optical elements (or location in space used to represent a computation state), the energy needed in terms of the maximum
number of beams that should be split from a single source beam (fan-out), and the number of locations a beam needs to visit
(and possibly split) from its creation until its final detection of arrival. Note that we are not solving NP-Complete problems
with polynomial (in the input length) time and space, but we suggest that an optical approach may be promising in solving
larger instances of hard combinatorial problems. In fact, we use exponential space to exhaustively solve an instance in linear
time. We extend the design suggested in [9] and present a design for all (six) basic NP-Complete problems listed in [14]:
Hamiltonian Circuit, Clique, Vertex Cover, Partition, [19], 3-SAT [2], and 3D-matching [17]. Note that polynomial reduction
between NP-Complete problems is not used here, since we are concerned with the blowup in the instances size; solving the
largest possible instance of each of these problems.
There are two main approaches used for the traveling beam Architecture; the first is a mapping of the graph nodes
to physical locations in space and propagation of beams according to the edges of the input graph instance. The second
approach propagates beams along a computation tree such that the leaves represent all possible solutions and the delay
in propagation from the root to each leaf corresponds to the ‘‘value’’ of the specific combination. We also present a totally
different architecture called the coordinated holes in mask-made-blackbox. In this architecture a set of masks with ‘‘holes’’
are chosen from n2 − n pre-computed masks, according to the input instance. A solution exists only if the combined masks
do not block all beams.
Organization. In the next section we discuss the opportunities that optical computing may imply. The following section,
Section 3, describes the ‘‘Traveling Beams’’ architecture, the settings used for our designs and details the design for the
six basic NP-Complete problems. In particular, we extend the discussion on solving the Hamiltonian-path to gain some
intuitive insight that is later used in describing the solutions for the next five problems. In Section 4 we present a totally
different architecture for an optical micro-processor and demonstrate how it is used to solve the Hamiltonian-cycle and the
permanent problems. Section 5 describes an experiment that has been done. We conclude in Section 6 with a discussion
and suggestions for future work.
2. Optics vs. electronics
An optical computer is a device that uses the photons in visible light or infrared (IR) beams, rather than electric current, to
perform digital computations. In the future, the application of the advantages of visible and/or IR light beams at the device
and the component scale, may lead to the production of computers that perform operations faster than a conventional
electronic computer.
Many performance improvements in conventional computers are achieved by miniaturizing electronic components
to a very small micron-size scale so that electrons need to travel only short distances within a very short time. This
approach relies on Moore’s Law, which is the empirical observation made in 1965 by Gordon E. Moore, a co-founder of
Intel. This observation states that the number of transistors on an integrated circuit for minimum component cost doubles
every 24 months. This has resulted in the development of Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) technology with smaller
device dimensions and greater complexity. Despite the incredible progress in the development and refinement of the basic
technologies over the past decade, forty years after the publication of this law, ‘‘Moore’s law is dead’’ andMoore himself says
‘‘It can not continue forever. The nature of exponentials is that you push them out and eventually disaster happens’’ [10].
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According to [15], another advantage of optics is that visible-light and IR beams, unlike electric currents, pass through
each other without interacting. Several (or many) laser beams can be shone so their paths intersect, but there is no
interference among the beams, evenwhen they are confined essentially to two dimensions. Electric currentsmust be guided
around each other, and thismakes three-dimensionalwiring necessary. Thus, an optical computer, besides beingmuch faster
than an electronic one, might also be smaller.
Parallelism, the capability to execute more than one operation simultaneously, is a desired feature of a computer. The
fact that beams of light do not interfere gives hope to create an inherently parallel processor using light. Most electronic
computers still execute instructions sequentially; parallelism with new electronic computers is achieved nowadays using
multiple cores. Electronic computersmay utilize thousands of processors but communication overhead frequently results in
reduced overall efficiency. On the other hand for some applications by using a simple optical design it is feasible to achieve
true parallelism, for instance an array of pixels can be transferred simultaneously in parallel from one point to another, and
fast vector matrix multiplication can be performed easily.
Most research projects focus on replacing current computer components with optical equivalents, resulting in an optical
digital computer system processing binary data. This approach appears to offer short-term prospects for commercial optical
computing, since optical components could be integrated into traditional computers to produce an optical/electronic hybrid
device. Our research is in the non-traditional direction, similar to e.g., [1,9,25,28,37], attempting to develop entirely new
methods of computing that are not physically possible with electronics, and truly exploit the full parallel capabilities of
light beams.
3. The traveling beams architecture
In the following section we present the first optical processor architecture, which is called the ‘‘Traveling Beams’’
architecture. We start by presenting the settings of the optical processor, later we solve six NP-complete problems using
this device.
The optical micro-processor simulates a non-deterministic Turing machine. In a deterministic Turing machine, the
next Turing machine configuration is uniquely defined by applying the transition function δ to the current configuration
(the transition function δ defines for each configuration the next configuration it yields in the computation). In a non-
deterministic Turing machine the transition relation δ is a set of pairs of configurations such that (c1, c2) ∈ δ if and only if
a configuration c1 yields configuration c2, meaning it is possible to go from the first configuration to a number of different
configurations in a single move.
We will think of the non-deterministic computation as a directed graph. In this graph, each configuration is represented
by a node, a directed edge connects two nodes v1 and v2 if it is possible to go from the configuration v1 represents to the
configuration v2 represents in a single move. The graph constructed is a tree, in which the initial configuration is the root,
and all the final configurations are the leaves.
In the optical micro-processor, each Turing machine configuration corresponds to a 3D location. A laser or other beam
creator (i.e., electronic beam) is used as a source at the initial configuration. The transition from one configuration to all the
following configurations simultaneously is simulated by splitting the light at each location and propagating it in parallel with
all the following configurations, as determined by the transition relation δ. According to the input, we may use masks to
block light between two configurations so that the transition between them is not allowed, or we may use an arrangement
similar to an almost parallel arrangement of mirrors that will delay the transition of light between two configurations.
The constructed optical micro-processor enables us to use the parallel qualities of light to explore all possible paths of
computations simultaneously. Light at a certain location indicates the feasibility of the corresponding computation, while
the absence of light indicates that the computation is not feasible. We will (possibly use a prism to direct all outputs to a
single location, and) use light detectors at the leaves locations, in order to check whether and when light arrived at one of
the final accepting configurations. According to this information, we will decide if the output is input accepted, or the output
is input rejected.
In the sequel, we will use the term column to describe a group of locations that share the same (x, y) coordinates in space.
These locations usually represent configurations that share a common attribute in the computation.
In the following section we describe the architectures designed to solve the basic NP-Complete problems that are
presented in [14]. The design (of the Hamiltonian-path architecture) is based on [9], we add an analysis of the fan-in, fan-out,
efficiency factor, where the efficiency factor is defined as the number of locations that light may reach divided by the number
of possible solutions, and depth, where the depth is themaximal number of locations a beam traverses from the source to the
detectors. Note that in the sequel whenever we present a solution for an instance of size n, smaller instances can be solved
by the same architecture as well.
3.1. Hamiltonian-path
Given as input a directed graph G = (V , E), the objective is to determine whether G contains a Hamiltonian-path.
Definition 3.1. Apath is a sequence of vertices such that fromeach vertex there is an edge to the next vertex in the sequence.
A Hamiltonian-path is a path which contains each vertex of the graph exactly once.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the Hamiltonian-path column.
The architecture. The locations in this architecture represent all different paths of length zero to n, where n is the number
of vertices in the graph. Note that the number of paths is exponential in n. The initial location represents a path of length
zero, the final locations represent all possible paths of length n.
The arrangement in space. The locations are ordered in n columns, cl1, . . . , cln, one column per each vertex. Location in
column cli represents a path that ends in vertex vi. In addition to the arrangement in n columns, the locations are arranged
in n levels, level1, . . . , leveln. Locations in leveli represent paths of length i. Locations in column clj and level leveli correspond
to all different paths of length iwhich end in vertex vj.
The following procedure is used to determine which path corresponds to a location in column clj level leveli:
• As stated before, the level of the location determines the length of the path, the column of the location determines the
last vertex in the path.
• In order to determine the previous vertex in the path, we divide the array of locations in this column and level into
n sections, and check in which part (in the sequel when no confusion is possible, we use the terms part and sub-array
interchangeably) our location appears. A locationwhich appears in part k indicates that the previous vertex is vk.
• We repeat the former action i − 1 times, each time with the sub-array we obtained earlier, until we determine the
entire path.
The column of vertex v1 in a graph with three vertices is shown in Fig. 1. Locations are represented as (thirteen either
white or black) squares in the column. The black and white colors of the locations represent the mask that will be defined
later. Sub-arrayi corresponds to locations for which the incoming beams arrive from vertex vi. The locations in this column
are ordered in three levels — level1, level2, and level3. We demonstrate how to determine which path corresponds to the
location marked by the dot. The location appears in level3 in the column of v1. Therefore the path is a path of length three
which ends in vertex v1.
We divided level3 into three sub-arrays; the location appears in the second sub-array, therefore the previous vertex in the
path is v2. We continue and divide the second sub-array into three sub-arrays. The location appears in the third sub-array,
meaning the previous vertex is v3 and the path represented by this location is (v3 → v2 → v1).
Creating themask.Wewould like to block the light from reaching locationswhich represent paths that contain a repetition
of a vertex. In order to do so, we use a mask. We view a mask as a screen (e.g., transparency) of material carrying patterns
that are either transparent or opaque to thewavelengths used; themask is created a priori regardless of the input graph. The
mask will allow further propagation of light to locations that represent a feasible path, and will block the light from reaching
locationswhich represent paths that contain a repetition of a vertex.
Algorithm 1: Creating the mask.
Procedure CreateMask(clj) :
1. for i = 1 to n do
2. if i = 1
3. then the mask at level i is transparent
4. else
5. for k = 1 to n do
6. copy the mask of level i− 1 from column clj
7. blacken part j of the mask of level i
The algorithm of creating the mask is presented in Algorithm 1. It is an iterative optical process which occurs level after
level. We copy the mask of the previous level n times, then we divide the array of locations (in this level) into n, and blacken
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the Hamiltonian-path architecture.
the i part. Although the number of locations in a mask is exponential in n, the creation of the mask can be done by O(n3)
iterated processes of optical copying in a way similar to the process suggested in [31].
The masked column of vertex v1 is shown in Fig. 1. Locations colored in black indicate that the mask is opaque to the
wavelength used and the light is blocked. Locations colored in white indicate that the mask is transparent. According to the
algorithm, level1 is transparent. The second level is created by copying the transparent mask of the first level three times,
then dividing level2 into three, and blackening the first part. The creation of the third level is done by copying the mask of
the second level three times, then dividing level3 into three, and blackening the first part.
To create a mask for a certain level we have to copy the former level n times; this takes n iterations. There are n columns,
n levels in each column, so the whole process of creating the mask takes O(n3) iterations.
The transition relation. At the initial location the beam of light is split into n beams which propagate simultaneously to
level1 in n different columns. In this way light arrives to locations that represent n different paths of length one (the location
in column cli represents the path (vi)).
In all locations (except the initial one) the beamof light is amplified and split into (n−1) beams. These beams propagate to
(n−1) locations that are located in the other (n−1) columns. Light propagates from a location in leveli to (n−1) locations in
leveli+1. A location in column clj will propagate light to part j of the next level. The yielding locations represent the extension
of the path (represented by the first location) with the vertex each column represents. For example, in the location that
represents the path (v1), the beam of light is split into (n−1) beams which propagate simultaneously to (n−1) locations in
level2 in columns cl2, . . . , cln; in this way light propagates to locations that represent (n − 1) different paths of length two
(for example, the location in column cli represents the path (v1 → vi)).
The transition relation is determined according to the input graph G. If the edge (vi, vj) 6∈ G then the transition between
a location in column cli to a location in column clj is not legal and should be blocked. In order to block light between locations
we use at most n(n− 1) barriers, one barrier between every possible pair of columns. If (vi, vj) 6∈ G then a barrierwill block
all the light beams that propagates from column cli to column clj.
Detectors in leveln will indicate if a beam arrived at a location l in leveln in one of the columns. If the detector sensed a
beam then there exists a path of length nwith no vertex repetitions, and the transition between any two sequential vertices
in the path represented by the location l is allowed. Meaning, there exists a Hamiltonian-path in the graph and the output
is input accepted, otherwise the output is input rejected.
The Hamiltonian-path architecture for a graph with three vertices is illustrated in Fig. 2. Vertices v1 and v2 are not
connected, thus a barrier blocks the light between column cl1 and column cl2. The mask is transparent in locations colored
in white, and opaque in locations colored in black. Every beam of light propagates upwards. Light propagates from the initial
location to level1 in all three columns. To simplify the illustration, we show further propagation from column cl1 only. In
column cl1 the beam is split into two beams. The beam directed to column cl2 is blocked by the barrier, the other beam
arrives at level2 in column cl3, then the beam is split into two beams which propagate simultaneously to level3 in columns
cl1 and cl3. The location in column cl1 represents the path (v1 → v3 → v1) which is not feasible; the mask blocks the light
from reaching this location. The location in column cl2 represents the path (v1 → v3 → v2) which is a Hamiltonian-path,
therefore the output is input accepted.
Lemma 1. In the Hamiltonian-path architecture:
•max(fan-out)= n.
•max(fan-in)= one.
• efficiency factor= O(n).
• depth= O(n).
•max(# locations)= O((n+ 1)!).
Proof. The number of outgoing beams at the initial location is n. At any other location the number of outgoing beams is
(n− 1). Thus, the fan-out is n.
The number of incoming beams at each location is either zero (if the light was blocked or if it is the initial location) or one.
Thus, the fan-in is one.
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There are n! possible Hamiltonian-paths, thus the number of possible solutions is n!. For didactic purposes, the
architecture described contains locations which light cannot reach. This can be easily modified in a way that will not
include unreachable locations. The locations which light can reach correspond to all feasible paths of length one to n.
There are n · (n − 1) · (n − 2) · · · (n − k) feasible paths of length k; hence, the number of all reachable locations is
n+ n(n− 1)+ · · · + n! = O((n+ 1)!). Therefore, the efficiency factor is less than (n+1)!n! = n.
Beams in this architecture propagate from a locationwhich corresponds to a path of length i to a location corresponding
to a path of length i + 1. The initial location represents a path of length zero, where the final locations represent paths of
length n. Therefore, the beam traverses O(n) locations before reaching a final location, and the depth is O(n). 
Obtaining the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) from Hamiltonian-path. In the TSP problem we have to determine
whether there exists a Hamiltonian-path with distance smaller than d. The same arrangement may be used for solving the
TSP problem by introducing appropriate delays of beams traversing from one column to the other. Meaning, if the distance
between vi and vj is a, then a beam traversing from column cli to column clj will be delayed by a time units. Detectors will be
used in leveln of all the columns to check if there exists a location to which a beam of light arrived within d time units. If such
a location exists, the output is input accepted, otherwise the output is input rejected. Alternatively, the first beam that arrives
at leveln defines the minimal distance. In case no beam arrives within n·max-edge-delay time units (where max-edge-delay
is proportional to max-edge-weight), then there is no feasible path.
3.2. Clique
Given as input an undirected graph G = (V , E), and an integer k, the objective is to determine whether G contains a
clique of size k.
Definition 3.2. A clique is a set of vertices S ⊆ V , such that ∀v1, v2 ∈ S, (v1, v2) ∈ E.
The architecture. The architecture represent different subsets of vertices of size zero to n, where n is the number of vertices
in the graph. The initial location represents the empty set, the final locations represent all possible subsets.
The architecture is built out of n vertex architectures, and an additional column, the and column. The vertex architecture
of vi will indicate for each set S, such that vi ∈ S, whether all the other vertices in S are connected to vi. A set S is a clique if
and only if ∀vi ∈ S all the other vertices in S are connected to vi. The and column will indicate whether the set is a clique.
The arrangement in space.
Vertex architecture. The locations in the vertex architecture are ordered as a tree, with n + 1 columns, where locations in
depth i represent all possible subsets of v1 . . . vi. The left half of the locations in depth i correspond to subsets S such that
vi ∈ S, where the right half of the locations in depth i correspond to subsets which do not contain vi.
The propagation of beams between locations is done in the following manner. In each location the beam is amplified
and split into two beams. These beams propagate to two locations that are located in the next column. Meaning, a beam
propagates from a location in depth i which corresponds to the set S to two locations in depth i + 1, the transition to the
right location represents the set S, and the transition to the left location represents the set {vi+1} ∪ S.
For example, in the location that represents the empty set, the beam is split into two beams of light which propagate
simultaneously to two locations in the first column. The right location corresponds to the empty set, the left location
corresponds to the set {v1}.
The transition relation. In order to estimate the size of the sets, we delay the light beams that pass through certain locations
by d time units. The delay is done in any transition to the right, thus light will reach a location in the final column, which
corresponds to a set S of size i, after d · (n− i) time units (a delay of d time units per each vertex vi 6∈ S). In addition, we use
barriers to block the light from reaching locations corresponding to sets which are not a clique.
In each vertex architecture vi: If (vi, vj) 6∈ E, we block the light from reaching locations that correspond to sets that contain
vj, we place the barriers before the left half of locations of depth j. In addition, we want to block the light from reaching
locations corresponding to sets that do not contain vi. In order to achieve this goal we place a barrier before the right half of
the locations in depth i. In this way, light will reach a leaf location corresponding to a set S in the vertex architecture of vi,
only if vi ∈ S and all the other vertices in S are connected to vi.
We number the leaf locations and the locations in the and column as l1 . . . l2n . Light propagates from a leaf location lj in
the vertex architecture to location lj in the and column. In the and columnwe use threshold, just like choosing photographic
film sensitivity, to block the light in locationswhere less than k beams of light arrived. In this way, sets which are not clique
are blocked. A lens will concentrate the outgoing beams of the and column to a single detector that will indicate whether a
beam arrived after d · (n− k− 0.5) time units (the sensor is activated after d · (n− k− 0.5) time units to ignore sets with
size smaller than k; light from such sets will arrive at the detector after d · (n− k) time units). If the detector sensed a beam
after d · (n− k− 0.5) time units, then the output is input accepted, otherwise the output is input rejected.
The clique architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3. Locations colored in gray delay the light, locations colored in black block
the light. A threshold on the number of incoming beams to locations in the and column allows the light to propagate to the
detector only if all k incoming beams arrive.
Determining which set S corresponds to a location is done by traversing the tree. A right turn in depth i of the path from
the root to this leaf indicates that vi+1 6∈ S; a left turn indicates that vi+1 ∈ S.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the clique architecture.
Lemma 2. In the clique architecture:
•max(fan-out)= two.
•max(fan-in)= n.
• efficiency factor= O(n).
• depth= O(n).
•max(# locations)= O(2n).
Proof. In each location, in the vertex architecture the beam of light is split into two, except for the leaf locations, where there
is one outgoing beam. Thus, the fan-out is two.
Only one beam of light reaches each location in the vertex architecture. To any location in the and column there are n
possible incoming beams, therefore the fan-in is n.
If k is unknown every subset of V is a possible solution. Thus, the number of possible solutions is 2n. The and column
contains 2n locations (one location per each possible subset of v1 . . . vn). The number of locations in a vertex architecture is∑n
i=0 2i = 2n+1. Thus, the number of locations needed in this architecture is n · 2n+1+ 2n = (2n+ 1)2n = O(2n). Therefore,
the efficiency factor is (2n+1)2
n
2n = 2n+ 1 = O(n).
Beams in the vertex architecture propagate from a location in depth i to a location in depth i + 1; the maximal depth is
n. Thus, a beam traverses n locations in the vertex architecture. From the final column in the vertex architecture, the beam
traverses to the and column, and from there it passes to the detector. Therefore, the beam traverses n + 1 locations before
reaching the detector, and the depth is O(n). 
Obtaining independent-set from clique. In the independent-set problemwe need to determine whether there exists a set
S of size k, such that ∀v1, v2 ∈ S, (v1, v2) 6∈ E. We can use a similar architecture to the one described for the clique problem.
As in the previous architecture, we delay the light in any transition to the right and use barriers to block light, but here we
block the light between adjacent vertices. In each vertex architecture vi: If (vi, vj) ∈ E, we block the light from reaching
locations that correspond to sets that contain vj, we place the barriers before the left half of locations in depth j. In this way,
light will reach a leaf location corresponding to a set S in the vertex architecture of vi, only if vi ∈ S and all the other vertices
in S are not connected to vi. In the and column we use threshold in order to block the light in locations where less than k
beams of light arrived. If the detector senses a beam after d · (n − k − 0.5) time units, then the output is input accepted,
otherwise the output is input rejected.
3.3. Vertex cover
Given as input an undirected graph G = (V , E), and an integer k, the objective is to determine whether G contains a
vertex cover of size k.
Definition 3.3. A vertex cover is a set of vertices S ⊆ V , such that ∀vi 6∈ S, ∃vj ∈ S for which (vi, vj) ∈ E.
In order to solve this problem we use the following observation:
Observation 3.1. There exists a vertex cover of size k in graphG, if and only if there exists a clique of size n−k in the complementary
graph G.
Given a graph G and an integer k, we use the clique architecture with G and n − k as an input. This reduction does not
increase the size of the input.
The next lemma is identical to Lemma 2, which was proven in Section 3.2.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the partition architecture.
Lemma 3. In the vertex cover architecture:
•max(fan-out)= two.
•max(fan-in)= n.
• efficiency factor= O(n).
• depth= O(n).
•max(# locations)= O(2n).
3.4. Partition
Given a set of integers S = {a1, . . . , an}, the objective is to determine whether there exists a subset S1 ⊂ S such that∑
ai∈S1 ai =
∑
ai∈S\S1 ai.
The architecture. The locations in this architecture represent different subsets of length zero to n, where n is the size of the
set S. The initial location represents the empty set, the final locations represent all possible subsets.
The arrangement in space. The locations are ordered as a tree, where locations in depth i represent all possible subsets of
a1, . . . , ai. The right half of the locations in depth i correspond to sets that do not contain ai, where the left half of the locations
correspond to sets that contain ai.
The transition relation. In each location the beam of light is amplified and split into two beams. These beams propagate
into two locations that are located in the next column. The transition to locations that represent sets S1 such that ai ∈ S1
delays the light by ai time units. Meaning, light propagates from a location in depth iwhich corresponds to the set Si to two
locations in depth i+ 1. The transition to the right location represents the set Si. The transition to the left location represents
the set {ai+1} ∪ Si, light is delayed by ai+1 time units in this transition.
For example, in the location that represents the empty set, the beam is split into two beams of light which propagate
simultaneously to two locations in the first column. The right location corresponds to the empty set (and does not delay the
light), the left location corresponds to the set {a1} and the transition to this location delays the light by a1 time units.
The partition architecture for a set of three integers {a1, a2, a3} is illustrated in Fig. 4. The transition to a location in depth
i which is colored in gray delays the light in ai time units. Light reaches the final location which corresponds to the set
{a1, a2, a3} after a1 + a2 + a3 time units.
A partition of the set S exists if and only if a beam of light reached one of the leaf locations after
∑
ai∈S ai
2 time units.
We use a lens to concentrate the light that goes from the leaf locations to a single detector. The detector will be used to
identify the arriving beam after
∑
ai∈S ai
2 time units. If a beam arrives after
∑
ai∈S ai
2 time units then the output is input accepted,
otherwise the output is input rejected.
Determining which subset corresponds to a leaf location is done by traversing the tree. A right turn in depth i of the path
from the root to this leaf indicates that ai+1 is in the subset, and a left turn indicates that ai+1 is not in the subset.
Lemma 4. In the partition architecture:
•max(fan-out)= two.
•max(fan-in)= one.
• efficiency factor= two.
• depth= O(n).
•max(# locations)= O(2n).
Proof. In each location the beam of light is split into two, thus the fan-out is two. Only one beam of light reaches each
location, therefore the fan-in is one.
The solutions are all possible subsets, meaning there are 2n possible solutions. The locations in depth i correspond
to all possible subsets of a1 . . . ai, therefore the number of locations in depth i is 2i, and the total number of locations is∑n
i=0 2i = 2n+1. Therefore, the efficiency factor is 2
n+1
2n = 2.
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A beam propagates from a location in depth i to a location in depth i+ 1. The final locations are in depth n. Therefore, the
depth of this architecture is O(n). 
3.5. 3-SAT
Given a 3-CNF formula ϕ as input, the objective is to determine whether ϕ is satisfiable.
Definition 3.4. Formula ϕ is satisfiable if and only if there exists an assignment for the formula’s variables under which ϕ
evaluates to true.
The architecture. Locations in this architecture represent different partial assignments of size zero to n, where n is the
number of variables. A partial assignment of size i assigns values to the variables x1 . . . xi. The initial location represent the
empty assignment, the final locations represent all possible assignments of x1 . . . xn.
The architecture is built out of l clause architectures, where l is the number of clauses, and an additional column, the and
column. In order to determine whether ϕ is satisfiable, we check separately whether the assignment satisfies each of the
formula’s clauses (using the clause architecture). Assignment satisfies ϕ if and only if it satisfies all ϕ’s clauses; the and
column will indicate whether the assignment satisfies all clauses.
The arrangement in space.
Clause architecture. As demonstrated in Fig. 5, the locations in the clause architecture are ordered as a tree, where locations
in depth i represent all possible assignments of x1 . . . xi. The right half of the locations in depth i correspond to assignments
where xi evaluates to true. The left half of the locations in depth i correspond to assignments where xi evaluates to false.
The propagation of light between locations is done in the followingmanner. In each location the beam of light is amplified
and split into two beams. These beams propagate to two locations in the column of the next variable. The yielding locations
represent the extension of the assignment represented by the first location. In the right transition the value of the next
variable is true, and in the left transition it is false. For example, in the location that represents the empty assignment,
the beam of light is split into two beamswhich propagate simultaneously to two locations in the first column. In this waywe
get the right location in the first column that represents the partial assignment of size one x1 = true, and the left location
in the first column for the partial assignment x1 = false.
We designed two methods for implementing the transition relation: The first method uses the delay of light, the second
method uses a reduction in light intensity.
The transition relation (with delay). In this architecture we delay the light that goes through certain locations by d time
units.
In each clause architecture c: If xi ∈ c then light that goes through the left half of column i is delayed for d time units;
if xi ∈ c the light that goes through the right half of column i is delayed by d time units. The idea is to delay the light by 3d
time units in assignments where all three literals are assigned false.
We number the leaf locations and the locations in the and column as l1 . . . l2n . Light propagates from leaf location lj to
location lj in the and column. In the and column we use a threshold to block the light in locations to which fewer than l
beams of light arrive, where l is the number of clauses in the formula. The idea is to block the assignments where at least
one clause evaluates to false.
A lens will be used to concentrate all the beams from the and column to one location where a detector will indicate
whether a beam has arrived after 2.5d time units. If there exists a location in the and columnwhere all l beams arrive in less
than 3d time units, then there exists a satisfactory assignment. If a beam arrives at the detector after 2.5d time units, then
the output is input accepted, otherwise the output is input rejected.
The transition relation (with a mask). In this implementation we use a gray scale mask to decrease the intensity of light
that passes through certain locations by half.
In each clause architecture c: If xi ∈ c then the left half of column i is masked using the gray mask; if xi ∈ c then the right
half of column i is masked.
In the leaf locations, we use a threshold in order to block the light with an intensity less than or equal to W
23
, where W
is the initial light intensity. The idea is to block the assignments which do not satisfy the clause; in such assignments all
three literals are assigned false, thus the light intensity will be decreased three times. In case the threshold does not block
the light, it will propagate to the and column with correspondence to the location. We number the leaf locations and the
locations in the and column as l1 . . . l2n . Light propagates from a leaf location lj to location lj in the and column. In the and
column we use a threshold to block the light in locations where less than l beams of light arrive. In this way assignments
where at least one clause evaluates to false are blocked. A lens will be used to concentrate all beams from the and column
to one location where a detector will be used. If a beam arrives at the detector then the output is input accepted, otherwise
the output is input rejected.
The 3-SAT architecture for the formula (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x4) ∧ (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3) is illustrated in Fig. 5. A location colored in gray
delays the light by d time units or decreases the light intensity by half.
Determining which assignment corresponds to a certain location is done by traversing the tree. A turn to the right in
depth i of the path from the root to this leaf indicates that the value of xi+1 is true, and a left turn indicates that it is false.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the 3-SAT architecture.
Lemma 5. In the 3-SAT architecture:
•max(fan-out)= two.
•max(fan-in)= l.
• efficiency factor= O(l).
• depth= O(n).
•max(# locations)= O(l · 2n).
Proof. In each non-leaf location in the clause architecture, the beam of light is split into two beams. Each leaf location has
one outgoing beam. Thus the fan-out is two.
Only one beam of light reaches each location in the clause architecture. To any location in the and column there are l
possible incoming beams, therefore the fan-in is l.
The possible solutions are all assignments on x1 . . . xn, meaning there are 2n possible solutions. The number of locations
in depth i of a clause architecture is 2i, meaning, the total number of locations for one clause is
∑n
i=0 2i = 2n+1. The and
column contains 2n locations (a location per each possible assignment on the variables x1 . . . xn). Thus, the number of locations
needed in this architecture is l · 2n+1 + 2n = (2l+ 1)2n = O(l · 2n). The efficiency factor is (2l+1)2n2n = 2l+ 1 = O(l).
Beams in the clause architecture propagate from a location in depth i (corresponding to xi) to a location in depth i + 1
(corresponding to xi+1). The final column corresponds to xn; therefore, a beam traverses n locations in the clause architecture.
From the final column in the clause architecture, the beam traverses to the and column, and from there it passes to a detector.
Therefore, the beam traverses n+ 1 locations before reaching a detector, and the depth is O(n). 
3.6. 3D matching
This problem is a generalization of the bipartite matching problem. In the 3D-matching problem, the input is three sets
B, G, and H (boys, girls, and homes), such that |B| = |G| = |H| = n, and a set of triples T , T ⊆ B× G× H . The objective is to
determine whether there exists a set of n triples in T , such that each boy is matched to a different girl, and each couple has
a home of its own. We refer to such an arrangement as a perfect match.
Definition 3.5. A perfect match is a set of triples S ⊆ T , such that ∀oi ∈ B ∪ G ∪ H , oi appears exactly in one triple in S.
We say that a triple ti is consistentwith triple tj if and only if ∀oi ∈ ti ⇒ oi 6∈ tj. We construct a graph Gwhere each triple
is represented by a vertex. An edge connects vi and vj if and only if the triple vi is consistent with triple vj.
Observation 3.2. There exists a perfect match if and only if there exists a clique of size n in the constructed graph G.
Given the input sets B,G,H, and T we construct the graph G and use the clique architecture with G and n as an input.
This reduction does not increase the size of the input.
The next lemma is identical to Lemma 2, which was proven in Section 3.2.
Lemma 6. In the 3D-matching architecture:
•max(fan-out)= two.
•max(fan-in)= t.
• efficiency factor= O(t).
• depth= O(t).
•max(# locations)= O(2t).
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Table 1
The initial matrix.
e1,2 e1,3 e2,1 e2,3 e3,1 e3,2
0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 1 0
4. Coordinated holes in masks-made-blackbox
In the following section we present a different architecture for an optical micro-processor. We demonstrate how this
optical processor is used to solve instances of the Hamiltonian-cycle problem and the Permanent problem.
The architecture of the following optical device is based on masks. A mask (sometimes called a Matrix) is a sheet of
material containing a black/white pattern such that light can pass through the white areas, but is blocked in the black areas.
Each problem is characterized by a polynomial set of masks. Given an input, we select and use a subset of the masks.
The masks that are in use (according to the input) are ordered one behind the other. Light propagates from the light
source, passes through all the masks, and if possible reaches a detector. A lens will be used to concentrate the light from
the final locations to a single detector. The detector indicates how many light beams passed all masks and reached the final
location. According to the information sensed by the detector the output is determined.
4.1. Hamiltonian-cycle
In [31] the authors present an iterative algorithm that produces a binarymatrix that represents all possible Hamiltonian-
cycles using optical copying. Every column in thematrix corresponds to a possible edge in the graph, every row in thematrix
corresponds to a possible Hamiltonian-cycle. Zero (opaque screen) in the [i][j] entry of the matrix indicates that the edge ej
does not appear in path number i, where one (transparent screen) in the [i][j] entry indicates that the edge ej does appear
in path number i. We use a similar technique to produce a matrix where zero indicates the existence of an edge, and vise
versa.
Creating the masks. We now describe an iterative algorithm that uses optical copying which produces the masks. The
algorithm is based on the binary-matrix creation algorithm presented in [31].
The algorithm starts with a binarymatrix which corresponds to a graphwith three vertices and extends it iteratively into
a binary-matrix which corresponds to a problem containing a higher number of vertices. The main idea of the algorithm is
that when all feasible tours in a graph of n vertices are known, it is easy to add a new vertex and integrate its connections in
order to extend the binary matrix. The algorithm exploits the possibility to copy simultaneously all the entries of a vector
from one location to another.
In the produced binary matrix, every column corresponds to a possible edge in the graph, and every row corresponds to
a possible Hamiltonian-cycle. Zero (opaque screen) in the [i][j] entry of the matrix indicates that the edge ej appears in path
number i, where one (transparent screen) in the [i][j] entry indicates that the edge ej does not appear in path number i.
The proposed algorithm is composed of two stages: the initialization stage and the induction stage.
Initialization stage. In a directed graph with three vertices there are only two possible Hamiltonian-cycles, we create an
initial matrix containing two rows, each row corresponds to a possible Hamiltonian-cycle.
Table 1 shows the initial matrix for a graph with three vertices. The first row corresponds to the Hamiltonian-cycle
v1 → v2 → v3 → v1, the second row corresponds to the cycle v1 → v3 → v2 → v1, (recall that zeros indicate the
participation of an edge in the path, and vice versa). In addition to the initial matrix we create two auxiliary vectors of size
2 × 1 that will help us fill the matrix in the next stages. The first auxiliary vector contains ones, and the second contains
zeros, we refer to them as−→(1) and−→(0), respectively.
Induction stage. In the induction stage, we transform a binary matrix representing all feasible cycles for a graph with n
vertices into a new binary matrix representing all feasible cycles for a graph with n+ 1 vertices. The algorithm is described
in Algorithm 2.
The algorithm fills the matrix by copying an entire vector at each step. It starts by initializing a bigger matrix. In lines
3–8 the first section is filled by copying the columns of the smaller matrix. In lines 9–17 the algorithm fills sections 2–n
using the first section. It copies the columns of the first section into the columns of section k but changes the positions of
the columns by swapping the indices 2↔ k + 1. The columns which are not related to these indices should be copied
unchanged. (For example: when we fill the second section, we use the first section, but swap the indices 2↔ 3. This means
that e1,2 of the first section is copied to e1,3 of the second section, e1,3 of the first section is copied to e1,2 of the second section,
etc. The columns which are not related to the indices 2 or 3, are not changed. For example, e1,4 of the first section is copied
to e1,4 of the second section.) The transition from a matrix of size n into a matrix of size n + 1, requires filling n sections,
each section contains n(n+ 1) columns, which means that the entire process requires n2(n+ 1) iterations of optical vector
copying. The construction of a matrix corresponds to a graph of size n requires at most n induction steps each step requires
the above-mentioned time, so the entire process is performed by O(n4) iterations of optical copying.
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Algorithm 2: Creating the mask.
1. Define a new binary matrixMnew of size [n!] × [n(n+ 1)].
2. DivideMnew into n horizontal sections, each section contains (n− 1)! rows.
3. Filling the first section:
4. Fill the column belonging to the edge e1,2 with zeros, using the
−→
(0).
5. Scan all columns ei,j in the old matrix, and copy it intoMnew .
6. if j 6= 1 copy the column into column e(i+1),(j+1), (for example: e1,2 → e2,3, etc).
7. else copy it into column ei+1,j, (for example: e2,1 → e3,1, etc).
8. Fill the non-filled columns with ones, using the−→(1).
9. Filling the other sections using the first section of the new matrix:
10. for section k = 2 to n
11. Scan all columns e1,j of the first section
12. i1 = i, j1 = j
13. if i = k+ 1 set i1 = 2
14. if i = 2 set i1 = k+ 1
15. if j = k+ 1 set j1 = 2
16. if j = 2 set j1 = k+ 1
17. copy column ei,j from the first section into column ei1,j1 in the kth section
18. Define two new auxiliary vectors of size [n!] × [1].
19. Fill the new−→(1)with ones using the old−→(1).
20. Fill the new−→(0)with zeros using the old−→(0).
Table 2
The matrix of a graph with four vertices.
e1,2 e1,3 e1,4 e2,1 e2,3 e2,4 e3,1 e3,2 e3,4 e4,1 e4,2 e4,3
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
Table 2 shows the produced matrix after one induction step. There are three sections in the matrix (separated by the
dotted lines), each section is filled using optical copying. The matrix represents all possible Hamiltonian-cycles in a graph
with four vertices.
The algorithm produces a matrix in which each row represents a Hamiltonian-cycle and each column corresponds to a
possible edge in the graph. We use this matrix in order to create the masks in the following manner. The mask of edge ei,j is
constructed from the column which corresponds to this edge in the matrix. In our architecture we use each column of the
binary-matrix as a mask.
The architecture. There are n(n−1) possible masks, a mask per each possible directed edge. The mask of edge ei blocks the
light in paths pwhere ei ∈ p, and allows the propagation of light in paths p such that ei 6∈ p.
Given an input graph G = (V , E), we select a subset of the masks. If ei ∈ E then we do not use the mask of edge ei.
Otherwise, we use the mask of edge ei which will block the light in paths pwhere ei ∈ p.
The masks that are in use (according to the input) are ordered one behind the other in a way that the entry of the path p
in one mask is placed behind the entry of the same path p in the other masks. Note that the masks can be in any 3D shape,
for example, nested boxes or balls.
Light propagates from the light source, passes through all the masks, and if possible reaches a detector. A lens will be
used to concentrate the light from the final locations to a single detector. The detector indicates whether the light has passed
all masks and reached the final location. If so, it means that there exists a specific path where the masks did not block the
light from passing. Meaning, all edges in this path exist in the graph. If the detector sensed light then the graph contains a
Hamiltonian-cycle and the output is input accepted, otherwise the output is input rejected.
The coordinated holes in masks-made-blackbox architecture for a graph with three vertices is illustrated in Fig. 6. The
edges e1, e3, and e4 do not appear in the graph, thus the corresponding masks are used. Note that for a graph with no edges
all possible paths are blocked. To simplify the illustration, we show the propagation of two beams only. The upper left entry
corresponds to a path that contains the edge e3, thus the mask of e3 in this entry is opaque to the wavelength and the beam
is blocked and does not reach the detectors. The lower right entry corresponds to a path that does not include edges e1, e3,
and e4, thus this entry is transparent in all three masks, and the beam reaches the detector, which indicates that the graph
contains a Hamiltonian-cycle.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the holes in masks-made-blackbox architecture.
4.2. Permanent
In the following section we present an optical solution to the permanent problem.
Definition 4.1. Let A be an n by nmatrix, the permanent of A is defined as
Perm(A) =
∑
σ
n∏
i=1
Aiσ(i)
where the summation is over all permutations σ of n elements.
In this sectionwe refer to the 0/1-permanent problem,which is the problemof calculating the permanent of 0/1-matrices
(i.e., matrices in which each entry is either 1 or 0). In [35] Valiant has shown that calculating the 0/1-permanent is #P-
complete. Thus computing the permanent on worst-case inputs is hard (cannot be done in polynomial time unless P#P = P
). In Section 3.5 we solved the problem 3-SAT, by adding a few minor adjustments we can solve the problem #SAT which is
a #P-complete problem. We are interested in solving the 0/1-permanent problem since we believe that a randomly chosen
instance is hard to solve.
In [22] Lipton showed that the general permanent problem (where the entries are not necessarily 0/1) is randomly-self-
reducible, meaning it is possible to obtain a solution to any instance of size n using n + 1 solutions of random instances of
the same size. Lipton’s procedure relates the solution of an arbitrary matrix A to n + 1 random matrices in the following
manner: for 1 ≤ i ≤ (n+1), choose a randommatrix X and calculate Ri = A+ iX . There exists a degree n polynomial P such
that for any i P(i) = Perm(Ri), and furthermore P(0) = perm(A). Reconstruct P from the values of perm(Ri) and compute
perm(A).
The above procedure implies that if the permanent can be efficiently computed on a fraction of (1− 13n ) of the matrices,
then a randomized procedure can compute it with high probability everywhere. This implies that the worst-case hardness
is equivalent to the average-case hardness.
In [11] Theorem 3.6 the authors obtained the following result.
Theorem 1 (Feige & Lund 3.6 [11]). If for some  > 0, there exists a polynomial time probabilistic procedure that for all 0/1-
matrices correctly computes the permanent with probability at least q = 1
2n1−
, then P#P = AM.
Their result holds for computing the permanent of 0/1-matricesmodulo some prime p, such that p > k = 2n 3 , by setting
p > max{k, n!} the complexity of computing the permanent of 0/1 matrices is not affected since the modulo p operation
does not change any number.
All the above led us to conjecture that it is hard to solve the permanent of random 0/1 matrices.
Creating themasks.We now describe an iterative algorithm that uses optical copying which produces themasks. Each row
in this mask corresponds to an element of the summation (i.e., to a multiplication of one permutation).
The algorithm starts with a binary matrix which corresponds to a matrix of size 2 × 2 and extends it iteratively into a
binary-matrix which corresponds to a problem of a higher size. Themain idea of the algorithm is that when all the elements
in the summation in a matrix of size n × n are known, it is easy to extend the binary matrix and find all the elements in a
matrix of size (n+1)× (n+1). The algorithm exploits the possibility to copy simultaneously all the entries of a vector from
one place to another.
In the produced binary matrix, every column corresponds to an entry in the matrix, and every row corresponds to a
permutation. The entry ei,j in the matrix is represented by the column i · n+ j+ 1. For example, the entry e1,5 in a matrix of
size 6× 6 will be represented by the column 1 · 6+ 5+ 1 = 12, the entry e0,0 in a matrix of size 6× 6 will be represented
by the column 0 · 6 + 0 + 1 = 1. A zero (opaque screen) in the [i][j] entry of the matrix indicates that the entry j appears
in permutation number i, where one (transparent screen) in the [i][j] entry indicates that the entry j does not appear in
permutation number i.
The proposed algorithm is composed of two stages: the initialization stage and the induction stage.
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Fig. 7. The initial matrix. 0’s represent permutations.
e4e3e2e1
0110
1001
e9e8e7e6e5e4e3e2e1
011101110
101011110
011110101
110011101
101110011
110101011
Section 1
Section 2
Section 3
a
b
Fig. 8. The mask of a matrix of size (a) 2× 2 (b) 3× 3. 0’s represent permutations.
Initialization stage. In amatrix of size 2×2 there are only two possible permutations, we create an initial matrix containing
two rows, each row corresponds to a possible permutation.
Fig. 7 shows the initial matrix/mask for a matrix of size 2×2. The first row corresponds to the element e1 · e4, the second
row corresponds to the element e2 · e3. In addition to the initial matrix we create two auxiliary vectors of size 2×1 that will
help us fill the matrix in the next stages. The first auxiliary vector contains ones, and the second contains zeros, we refer to
them as the−→(1) and−→(0), respectively.
Induction stage. In the induction stage, we transform a binary matrix representing all elements in a matrix of size n × n
into a new binary matrix representing all elements in a matrix of size (n+ 1)× (n+ 1). This is done in the following steps:
Algorithm 3: Creating the mask.
1. Define a new binary matrixMnew of size [(n+ 1)!] × [(n+ 1)2].
2. DivideMnew into (n+ 1) horizontal sections, each section contains n! rows.
3. for section = 1 to (n+ 1):
4. for columnIndex = 1 to (n+ 1):
5. if columnIndexmodulo (n+ 1) = section
6. Fill column number columnIndexwith zeros using the−→(0).
7. else
8. Fill column number columnIndexwith ones using the−→(1).
9. oldColumnIndex = 1
10. for columnIndex = (n+ 2) to (n+ 1)2:
11. if columnIndexmodulo (n+ 1) = section
12. Fill column number columnIndexwith ones using the−→(1).
13. else
14. copy oldColumnIndex fromMold to columnIndex inMnew .
15. oldColumnIndex = oldColumnIndex+ 1
16. Define two new auxiliary vectors of size [(n+ 1)!] × [1].
17. Fill the new−→(1)with ones using the old−→(1).
18. Fill the new−→(0)with zeros using the old−→(0).
The correctness of the algorithm can be easily proven using induction. Assuming that a matrix with all permutations of
size n exists the algorithm produces a matrix which contains all permutations of size n+ 1. The intuition is that we refer to
elements 1 to n as newly added elements. We create all permutations which include those elements, in rows 3 to 6 of the
algorithm, by using a shift of the n size permutations.
The procedure to create the masks appears in Algorithm 3. The transition from a matrix of size n into a matrix of size
n+ 1, requires filling n+ 1 sections, each section contains (n+ 1)2 columns, which means that the entire process requires
(n+ 1)3 iterations of optical vector copying. The construction of a mask corresponds to a matrix of size n requiring at most
n induction steps each step requires the above-mentioned time, so the entire process is performed by O(n4) iterations of
optical copying.
Fig. 8 shows the producedmatrix after one induction step. There are three sections in thematrix (separated by the dotted
lines), each section is filled using optical copying. The Grey background numbers were filled using optical copying from the
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Fig. 9. Optical setup of the Hamiltonian-path column.
smaller matrix. The white background numbers were copied using the auxiliary-vector−→(0) and the auxiliary-vector−→(1). The
matrix represents all elements in a permanent of a matrix of size 3× 3.
We use this matrix in order to create the masks in the following manner. The mask of entry ei is constructed from the
column which corresponds to this entry in the matrix. In our architecture we use each column of the binary-matrix as a
mask.
The architecture. There are n2 possible masks, a mask per each entry in the matrix. The mask of entry ei blocks the light
in elements p, where p represents the result of a multiplication of a single permutation, for each permutation p such that
ei ∈ p; the mask allows the propagation of light in elements p such that ei 6∈ p.
Given an input matrix A, we select a subset of the masks. If ei = 1 then we do not use the mask of element ei. Otherwise,
we use the mask of element ei which will block the light in elements pwhere ei ∈ p.
Themasks that are in use (according to the input) are ordered one behind the other in a way that the entry of the element
p in one mask is placed behind the entry of the same element p in the other masks.
Light propagates from the light source, passes through all the masks, and if possible reaches a detector. A lens will be
used to concentrate the light from the final locations to a single detector. The detector receives all the light beams directed
to it, and thus can indicate howmany light beams passed all masks and reached the final location. The detector outputs this
value as the value of the permanent. If a light beam passed all masks, it means that all the entries in this specific element
equal to 1 (equivalent to the multiplication of 1’s), and that this element contribute one to the sum. If a light beam did not
pass all masks, it means that at least one of the entries in this specific element equals 0 (equivalent to amultiplicationwhich
contains a 0), and this element does not contribute to the sum.
5. Experimental results
The results of the following section appeared in [7]. We bring here the highlights of this work for sake of completion. In
[7], we have implemented a prototype of the optical micro-processor, (the ‘‘Traveling Beams’’ architecture), which solves
instances of the Hamiltonian-path problem. In order to check the feasibility of the proposed micro-processor, we have built
it for the simple case of a graph containing three vertices. The columns are represented by optical masks.
Fig. 9 shows the optical mask that represents a column. The black locations block the light whereas the white locations
allow the light to further propagate.
In each location the light is split and propagated to the two other columns by beam splitters and mirrors. Detectors
can be used in order to detect the existence of light in the output of the optical system, which indicates the existence of a
Hamiltonian-path.
Fig. 10 shows the implementation of the Hamiltonian-path architecture in the laboratory. The numbers on top of the
columns correspond to the number of the vertices. A mask may be used in order to block the light between unconnected
vertices.
The experiment demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed architecture; though, for only a small number of vertices.
Researchers designing heuristics to copewith the Traveling Salesman Problem, bound the ability of a conventional computer
to give an exact solution at n = 15. Under the assumption that a pixel size is 10−6meters squared (relies on the area of laser
beam, accurate analysis of laser properties andpixel size appears in [30]), on a 1meter squaredmasks there are 1012 locations.
Therefore, in the architectures which require O(n!) space, the number of locations yields n = 16. Decreasing the wavelength
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Fig. 10. Optical setup of the Hamiltonian-path for a graph with three vertices.
might help reduce the size of the masks and thus enable the solutions of larger problems. Prospective implementations
might use wavelengths in the x-ray region or even in the gamma-ray region to solve larger instances. Note however that
this option is quite limited due to the currently available light sources and lenses.
6. Discussion
The advance in optical communication and computing may well serve as a way to cope with the limitations VLSI
technologies now face. We believe that optical computing is mature enough, in comparison to quantum or biological
computing, to form the next practical computing device, either as a co-processing device or a stand-alone device. Recent
experience [21] supports our belief. We suggest ways to use the natural parallelism of wave propagation in space for solving
inherent hard problems in the scope of sequential or even parallel electronic computers. We trade the exponential time
needed for exhaustive search by exponential space. The existence of recent industrial attempts to produce optical processing
devices (e.g., [21]) as well as the limited implementations in the laboratory (e.g., [31]) encourage us to believe that our new
designs may be used in practice for solving combinatorial tasks, at least when there are real-time constraints.
Some cryptographic usage of optical processors are suggested in [8,33,34]. Another possible cryptographic application
may be to incorporate solutions to hard problems (such as 0/1-permanent) in a key exchange protocol such as [24]. We
would like to remark that most of our designs solve in fact the #P version of the problem. Note that whenever a #P version
is considered there is a need for an optical detector that can identify all the possible exponential number of light intensities
in order to identify all the computation results. Finally, we view our work as a beginning for further investigations on using
beams of light and their location in free space for solving hard in average computation problems.
Future work may include designing primitives for hard in average problems in higher complexity classes; classes that
are supersets of P, NP and #P.
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